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Projection Methods

With Différent Trial and Test Spaces*

By M. S. Mock

Abstract.   We consider finite element projection methods for linear partial differential

equations, in which the spaces of trial functions and test functions may be different.

In addition to approximation and smoothness properties, conditions implying equality

of dimensions and uniform coerciveness are required, the most important of which re-

sembles a strong form of an inverse assumption.

Our results provide a mechanism for the difference in the rate of convergence

of Galerkin procedures with cubic splines and Hermite cubics, applied to first order sym-

metric hyperbolic problems [13].

1. Introduction. In this paper we discuss the approximate solution of linear well-

posed partial differential equations, using finite element projection methods in which

the trial space, in which an approximate solution is obtained, may be different from

the space of test functions.  Perhaps the best known of such methods are the colloca-

tion schemes, which have been applied to two point boundary value problems in [4],

[5], [23] and to parabolic problems in one space variable in [7].  Higher order meth-

ods utilizing different spaces have also been applied to one-dimensional problems in [4],

[18], [22].

The requirement that the trial and test spaces have equal dimension is an impor-

tant restriction on such methods.  Equality of dimension is implied by the coerciveness

conditions of [2].  In one dimension, the coerciveness conditions can be satisfied by

taking one of the spaces (usually the test space, but the trial space in [22] ) to be the

image of the other under an ordinary differential operator of even order.  This mapping

is made elliptic by requiring the domain space to be conforming.   This technique has

recently been generalized to higher dimensions in [10], using an elliptic partial differen-

tial operator as the mapping between spaces.

In the following, we consider an abstract one-parameter family of elliptic pseudo-

differential operators as the mapping between the two spaces.  (A background reference

for such operators is [29].) The coerciveness conditions are formulated as requirements

on this family of operators; indeed, our basic results for elliptic and parabolic problems,

Theorems 1 and 2 below, could be alternatively obtained by showing that for sufficiently

small mesh size, our schemes are variational principles in the sense of [2].  Our results

contain some examples of methods considered in [2], [10], [12], [18], [22], [27] as

special cases.

Application to nonlinear elliptic problems was the motivation for this work.
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Nonlinear problems can require more smoothness of the trial functions than linear prob-

lems of the same order, if for no other reason than for the discrete problem to be prop-

erly defined.  Such problems are typically formulated, however, as that of finding a

fixed point of a compact (nonlinear) operator [15], [16].  A nonlinear elliptic equa-

tion may assume the identity minus compact form on a relatively high Sobolev space,

and this is the space from which an approximate solution is obtained.  In [19], we

show that for finite element methods, it suffices that the approximate solution satisfy

the boundary conditions in the same sense as for linear problems; but we have not been

able to relax the smoothness requirements.

In order to simplify the discrete equations requiring solution in such problems, it

seems desirable for the test functions to have their support in as small a region as pos-

sible.  Thus we are motivated to consider nonlocal operators between the trial and test

space.  Unfortunately, our analysis does not include collocation schemes, but does in-

clude schemes intermediate between collocation and Galerkin methods.  The machinery

we develop has also been applied in some subsequent work on hyperbolic problems [20].

The best known examples of spaces for which our methods are applicable are the

smooth splines; other possibilities are discussed in Section 6.  For smooth spline spaces,

stronger results than ours are obtained for the heat equation in [26] and for periodic

initial value problems in [27].  Also for one-dimensional problems, better results are

obtained in [9] and references there cited.

2.  Elliptic and Parabolic Problems.  We first consider the problem

(2.1) Lu=f      xGR",

in which L is a uniformly and strongly elliptic positive definite operator of order 2m

with smooth coefficients, / is a specified function in Hk~2m(R") = Hk~2m, k a posi-

tive integer, and u is the desired solution in Hk.  Our results can be readily extended to

include the case of indefinite invertible L by the methods of [15], [24].  In the follow-

ing, we use ( , ) for the real scalar product over R", C for a generic constant and || • || ■

for the W norm,

(2.2) n#i£ - ¿„ ilcoPa + i**.ydt,

where % = (%x, . . .., £B) is the Fourier transform variable, and (2.2) applies for all real /.

In the following, XJf^ and y(k_2i) are one-parameter families of Hubert spaces;

Xnk^ denotes the trial space, assumed of order k, and Y^~2s^ denotes the test space,

assumed of order k - 2s, where s is an integer or possibly half integer, and the param-

eter h is the mesh size.  For all / < k such that Xnk^ C H', g S Hk, we assume

Inf(*) Ifr-M/«*'*-'Hfff¿;
gx&xh

and for all / < fc - 2s such that Ynk~2s^ C H>, g G Hk-2s,

gy*=ï h

We also assume that there exists a one-parameter (h) family of symmetric pseudo-differ-

ential operators, denoted by Ah, with symbol a(h%), with the property that A2 maps
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Ynk  2î) into Xnk\  The Galerkin procedure is included as a special case, with Ah=I,

s = 0, Xnk) = 7<k>.

Our approximation to the solution of (2.1) is denoted by uh G Xnk^ which satis-

fies
(2.3) (Lu - Luh, y) = 0    for all y G r<*-2s>.

Set r = k - s - m; 0(h2r) is the optimal rate of convergence that can be expected

for the method (2.3) [2], [25].  We have the following result:

Theorem  1. Suppose

(1) Xnk^ and y|jk~2s) are subspaces of Hm (we will assume that this implies

r>s);

(2) A\ maps y<*-2*) onto j^*);

(3) \\Ah\\0 = sup0e//o l|i4Ä0||o/||0||o is bounded independently of h;

(4) the symbol a(-) is Holder continuous in h%, with exponent 7 G (0, 1] ;

(5) Ah is inverse bounded on Ynk~2s\ i. e. for ally G r¿fc_2í), ||v||m <

Cll^l^jl^, with C independent of h;

then for sufficiently small h, there exists a unique solution to (2.3), and for all real

j <m,

(2.4) ||W-«/I||/<C(Afc-'+/I2'-)ll"llk.

Before proving the theorem, we comment on some implications of the hypotheses.

We need test functions in Hm, so that collocation schemes are not covered. In fact, we

could not expect (2.4) for collocation schemes, because u G Hk does not imply Lu con-

tinuous in sufficiently many dimensions. Hypotheses (2), (3), and (5) together imply

the equality of dimension of the trial and test spaces. Hypothesis (5) may be viewed

as a form of an inverse assumption on the space X^k\ and for lack of a better name we

shall refer to it as the "strong inverse assumption" below.

The proof of Theorem 1 requires a lemma, which is also in [29].

Lemma 1. Let M be a partial differential operator of order p with smooth coef-

ficients, and let 0 G H' and 0 G Hp~'.  Assume hypothesis (4) holds, then

(2.5) l((M4„ -AhM)4>, 0)| < C^HW^Wp-,;      0 </ <p.

Proof.  A typical term of M is of the form ba(x)Da, \a\ < p, with the usual

multi-index notation.  The contribution of such a term to the left side of (2.5) is given

by

I//¿sdï'î(oîa(r - s) W) -mMer$v¡)\

<Cri7//d«di'iî(oi i*a($' -8i tf-ii* [i + \e\tm\p-i +1?' -tip-'')] i0(c')i

<ay-^ ff dtdt'MitfKG' -&# -W
WWW p-j

. [1 + \tf(p-n + ||' - £|2(p-/>]

11011/       •'•'
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<Chy Jí!L ffdetfiîcei2 [í + iti*Mli*.«1)! ffni + i£'i]2(p-/}
H0llp_/     J

+ Œ7 !¿t> r r dçdi'itoi2 [i + \m i*««) i un7
11011/      J-

< Cri7 110 ||p_y 11011/ •

Proof of Theorem 1.   Let «^ be some optimum approximation in XJf^ to u, and

choose .y in (2.3) so that A\y = ux - uh, using hypothesis (2).  Then (2.3) becomes

0 = (Lu- Luh, y) = (Lu - Lux, y) + (LA\y, y)

= (L(u - ux), y) + ((LAh - AhL)Ahy, y) + (LA^y, Ahy),

using the symmetric property of An. We use the positive definiteness of L and apply

Lemma 1 with M = L, p = 2m, j = m, to obtain

(2.7) H-Vllm <G-VMLHULVII« +C\\u-ux\\m\\y\\m

<ay\\Afty\\l,+Qiu-uJm\\Ahy^m

using the strong inverse assumption, hypothesis (5).  For sufficiently small h, the exis-

tence and uniqueness of y (and thus of uh) is apparent from (2.7), by an application of

the Lax-Milgram theorem, and we have

H" - "Jim < H" - Mm + UlyWm < ■« " V1* + ^^»m

<C||U-«x||„1<CV'+i||u||jt

using the boundedness of A,,, hypothesis (3), and the approximation property of X^^.

A simplified form of the Nitsche trick [21], [25, p. 166] gives the result for

lower norms,

H" - «*llî-2r = (" - "*> (1 - à)k-2r(U -«„))

= (L(u - uh), L-*(\ - A)k-2r(u - «„))

= (L(u - uh), (I - P0)L-*(l - A)k~2'(u - uh))

<C\\u- uh \\m \\(I -P0)L-*(1 - A)k~2r(u - uh)\\m

< Chr+S Mkh*-2'-m \\L~*(1 - A)k~2r(u - uh)\\k_2s

<Ch2r\\u\\k\\u-uh\\k_2r>

where L~* is the formal adjoint of L"1 and P0 is the projection into Ynk~2s^ with

respect to the Hm inner product.

Corollary.   Suppose Xnk^ C ffm + 2s anc¡ Ah is elliptic of order -s, i. e.

(2-8> M„0ll/+1< Or* 11011/   forall<peH>.

Then in (2.4), / may be taken up to m + 2s.

Proof.   Combining (2.7), (2.8) we obtain

II" - "hHm + 2s < II" ~ M»+3J + WAhiAhy)K + 2s

<ar-s\\u\\k + ch-2s\\y\\m

<Chr-s\\u\\k+Ch-2s\\Ahy\\m
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If uh has any finite higher norms, estimates in these may be obtained by an in-

verse assumption in the usual way.

Estimates are also obtained for parabolic problems, using the above results and

the general technique of Douglas and Dupont [6], [14].  We consider the problem

(2.9) bv/bt + Lv=f,    (x, t)eRn x (0, T),   v(x, 0) = g(x),

where L is as above.  For simplicity, we consider the continuous time approximation

and assume that the coefficients in L do not depend on t.   At each t, our approxima-

tion vh(f) G Xnk^ and satisfies

(2.10) (dvh/ut + Lvh -f y) = 0    for all y G Y[k-2s\

We choose vh(0) = Plg, where Pt is a projection into Xnk^ induced by L, i.e.

(2.11) (L<j>, y) = (LP^, y)    for ah> G F<fc-2í>.

Theorem 2. Suppose hypotheses (l)-(5) hold and h is sufficiently small; then

for all T>0,

(2.12) \\v(T) - vh(T)\\o <C(hk + h2')[\\v(T)\\k +(f* ¡^ (k_m*)iP] •

Proof.   In (2.10), choose y such that A\y = vh - P,u.  Subtracting (2.9) and

using (2.11), we obtain

(A2^ + LA2y,y) = (^(v-PlV),y)

and since Ah commutes with time differentiation, we have

(¿H Jf' A"y) = «A»L - LAn)Ahy< y) - (LA.y, Ahy) + ((I ~P1)^, y)

<C^||^||mlbllm-C||^||2„+||(/-P1)|^|Lmll^llm

(2'13) < Chy\\Ahy\\2m - C\\Ahy\\2m + C(hk + h2r)\\^\\k_m\\Ahy\\

using Lemma 1 for the commutator term, the regularity theory of [14] and Theorem 1

to estimate the last term.  Thus

and the initial condition was selected so that 11^4^^(0)1^ = 0.  The proof is completed

by a second application of Theorem 1, to obtain

IIK0 -7X0Ho < C{hk + ft^lKOH*

and using the boundedness of Ah, the triangle inequality, and the definition of y.

In Theorems 1, 2, the requirement of Hm test functions can be relaxed if a

stronger assumption is made about the smoothing properties of Ah.

The following theorem is given for the case m = 1 for simplicity; a generalization

to larger m is not difficult.
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Theorem 3. Suppose m = 1, hypotheses (2), (3), (5) hold, and hypothesis (4)

is replaced by the stronger requirement

(4') For each positive integer j < «, a Lipschitz condition of the form

holds for all %, £' G R", with C independent of h.

Then the conclusions of Theorems 1, 2 remain valid if hypothesis (I) is replaced

by the weaker requirement

(1') }f-2s)CH0,   AhYnk-2s)CHl.

Proof.   It suffices to obtain a sharper estimate for the commutator term in (2.6),

(2.13), specifically to show that

(2.14) \((LAh -AhL)Ahy, y)\ < CH^II, ||j>||0

for all y G Ynk~2s\  A typical term in L is of the form b(x)(9/9x()2, and the contribu-

tion of such a term to the left side of (2.14) is of the form

(2.15) | ffdï diy(i)(a(h%) - a(hC))b(%' - $)%a(hÇ)h%)\

in (2.15), we use the estimate

(2.16) %{qim - a(hS'y)\ < \^a{h%) - ^¡a(h^)\ + |£. - $J | |«(A|')| < C\% - $'|

using hypotheses (3), (4'). Inserting (2.16) and estimating the expression (2.15) as in the

proof of Lemma 1, (2.14) follows.

3. Tensor Products of Smooth Splines.  Let S^ denote the space of smooth

«-dimensional (tensor product) splines of order /, i. e. piecewise polynomials of degree

/ - 1, elements of C'~2, on a uniform mesh of size h.

Theorem 4. Suppose ^fc) = Snk), Ynk~2s) s Snk-2s), s is a nonnegative inte-

ger, and k > m + 2s + 1, then hypotheses (1)—(5), (4') are satisfied and Theorems 1—3

hold.

Proof.  The approximation properties of these spaces are well known [1], and

will not be discussed.  Hypothesis (1) is immediate from the conditions on s and fc.   We

can choose A\ to map 5-splines in s(fc_2i) into 5-splines in Snk\ in which case hypoth-

esis (2) is apparent and the symbol a( • ) is given by

„    sini(/i^./2)

Hypotheses (3), (4), (4'), and the ellipticity condition (2.8) are apparent from

(3.1).  Thus, it is only the strong inverse assumption which requires proof; and each

dimension can be treated independently, as Ah is a product of one-dimensional map-

pings.

The theorem follows from the following lemma and the ordinary inverse assump-

tion for splines.

Lemma 2. Suppose j, p are nonnegative integers with 0 < / < p - 2, 0 is a (one-

dimensional) spline of order p, and A is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol

sin(A£/2)/{h%¡2).  Then A~l(pis defined and
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(3.2) [A-ifp^Wf + am,^,

where \ - |- denotes the H'-seminorm.

Proof  We set z = h%; noting that sin2(z/2) = Vi (1 - cos z), we have

(3.3) I0I/2 = Aph~2'-1 f~^q(z)z-2(p-» sin2(|) dz,

(3-4) \A~H\j =^-1h-2¡-i f^q(z)z-^p-i-iUz,

in which <7(z) is a nonnegative definite trigonometric polynomial in z, with a sufficiently

high order zero at z = 0 that the integrands are defined there. We may take q(z) to be

a finite polynomial, in which case both integrands are entire functions of z, and the in-

tegrals may be evaluated by the standard method of residues.  Let D = d/dz and N be

a linear operator on trigonometric polynomials such that

t ei0iZ       a > n
Ne""* ={       ' '

lO, a<0,

then we have from (3.3)

Because q is a trigonometric polynomial in z and 2(p -j) - 1 > 3, one factor of

sin(z/2) can be placed to the left of TV; then at least one of the derivatives must go on

this factor, so that

«1*1? - i^Tjr [*HM *>(§)*M§))j [.„

-è^FW[i^^-(fw«*e))ju

where the second term arises from the fact that any odd number of derivatives may be

placed on the factor sin(z/2) outside N. Since 2(p - j) - 2 is still strictly positive, we

can put the cosine factor back inside N and take the other sine factor out, obtaining

"^HaSiSï! k^-^Mi Mi))] L
+ A-2/-ÇCa[^(c?sin2(f))]|z = o

.1     VI*-«-*     r^(P-/)-»sin(fW(geos('|))1      n + Z ■
2 [2(p-j)-2]\ L V2/    V        V2//J 2 = o      a

As before, one or any odd number of the remaining derivatives has to go on the

sine factor, so this becomes
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« »i? -£$% ^-©»í. -(!))] U+?

where the 2 p term is understood to be simply dropped if p - j = 2.  Since 2(p -/) - 3

> 1 and ß > 1 if the last sum is present, we can put the cosine factors back inside N,

obtaining finally

»»r,-i^'fl-'q', [^-"""frO-«■'(*)))] U
o.«      +*"'-v„t,.3...£-„-3c4wHf))3U.

(3=l,3,...,2(p-7)-5 L V    V V2V//J   z-0

Using (3.3), (3.4), each term on the right side of (3.6) admits an interpretation

as a seminorm of 0 or A~x<¡>, in the same manner as (3.5) was obtained.  We have

(3.7)

m]=U-1<pfj-a2\4>?/+i+P¿: cah2a\d>[2+ct
a=l

in which a, ß, Ca, C'ß have been redefined; but the last sum is still omitted for p =

/ + 2.   Since p - / > 2, each of the terms in (3.7) is well defined.  We set / = p - 2

initially, and let /' descend to its desired value in steps of one.  Applying the usual in-

verse assumption at each step, the result (3.2) follows.

4.  A Superconvergence Mechanism.  Suppose Zhk~s^ — AhYnk~2s'\% also a

space, of order fc - s, as is the case for splines and some other spaces discussed in Sec-

tion 6.  We assume hereafter that s is positive, which is for our purposes the more in-

teresting case.   The results of Section 2 then suggest that for elliptic and parabolic

problems, the accuracy of Galerkin's method in Z^k~s^ can be improved by interpreting

the approximate solution as an element of X^hk>> = AhZ^~s^ rather than as an element

of Znk~s\  In this section we obtain conditions under which this is so.  An alternative

procedure for improving the order of accuracy by local averaging is described in [3].

We consider the elliptic case first.  Let uz G Znk~s> be the Galerkin approxima-

tion to the solution of (2.1),

(4.1) {Lu -Luz,y) = 0    for all 0 G Znk~s\

then it is well known [24] that

(4.2) II" - "2H/ < C(hk~s-i + h2r) \\u\\k_s.

Theorem 5. Let uz be as above, suppose hypotheses (1)—(3) hold, hypothesis

(4) holds with 7=1   (a( • ) Lipschitz), and hypothesis (5) holds in the stronger form

(4.3) 11011/ <c\\Ah<t>\\j,     <beYnk-2sKr^ezik-s\  ; = 0, 1, .... m.
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Suppose An is elliptic of order -s, i. e. (2.8) holds, and in addition

(6) a(h%) < 1 + 0((h | £ \f), p = maximum (2r, r + 2s - m - 2);
(4.4)

(7) L = Ll + L2, where Lx has constant coefficients and L2 is of order

2m + 1 - s; then

(4.5) \\u-Ahut\\f <C(hk~> +h2r)\\u\\k,     i<m + 2s.

Several comments are made before proving this theorem.

The form (4.3) of the strong inverse assumption is implied by Lemma 2.  Hypoth-

esis (6) can presumably be achieved by a change of basis in X^k\ for smooth splines

this is done in [28] ; such a change of basis must be stable, however, so that (4.3) is

preserved.  The hypothesis (6) is viewed simply as a practical requirement for the con-

struction of a suitable Ah.

The hypothesis (7) is no restriction for s = 1 ; for larger s, it requires that some

leading terms in L have constant coefficients.  In this respect and in the sense that Ah

defines a local mapping, our hypotheses resemble those of [8].  (Stronger results have

been obtained for one-dimensional problems, however, in [9].) Our results are valid in

an arbitrary number of dimensions, which is not the case for many superconvergence

theorems; we note [11], however, as an interesting two-dimensional result, and [26],

[27].
For/ > m + 2s in (4.5), the usual comments about inverse assumptions apply.

Proof of Theorem 5.  As in Section 2, let ux G xtf^ be an optimal approxima-

tion to u, let y G Y^'2^, and set 0 = Ahy in (4.1); we obtain

(4.6) (Lu - LAnu2, y) = (L(I - Ah)u, y) + ((LA„ - AhL)(u - uz), y).

This is almost the same discrete equation as satisfied by un, Eq. (2.3); we may

identify the first right-hand term of (4.8) as due to the different treatment of the in-

homogeneous term, and the second term as due to variable coefficients in L.   In the

special case where L has constant coefficients, this second term vanishes, and we ob-

serve the equivalence of the discrete equations.

Proceeding in the same way as to obtain (2.6), we choose y in (4.6) such that

A2ny = ux - Anuz, then

(LA^y, Ahy) = - (L(u - ux), y) + (L(I - Ah)u, y)

(4.7) + ((LAh -AhL)(u-uz),y)- ((LAh - AhL)Ahy, y)

= -(L(u-ux),y) + (L(I-Ah)u,y) + ((LAh-AhL)(u-A^ux),y);

in the last term we note that Lx commutes with Ah, and we apply Lemma 1 with

M = L2, p = 2m + 1 - s, j = p - m, obtaining

I^VIIm <C\\u-uJm\\y\\m +C\\(I-Ah)u\\m\\y\\m+ a\\u-A¿\\\m+l_s\\y\\m

(4-8) <C\\y\\m[hk-m\\u\\k+h\\u-Aj;lux\\m + 1_s]

<C\\Ahy\\m[hk-m\\u\\k + hWu-A^uJ^,^].

Now let 0Z G Znk~sï be some optimal approximation to«, andj, e y<*"2s' be

such that
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(4.9) ¿nyi=*z-*H%->

then for / < m,

il" - V"J/= (0 - A)'(" - V"*)-" "V"*)
(4 10) = ((1 - A)''(" -A^ux), u - 0Z + Ahy{)

<\\u-A¿lux\\¡\\u-(t>z\\í + ((l-Ay(u-ux),yí)

-((\-A)'(I-Ah)u,yi),

since Ah commutes with 1 - A.   First suppose /' > 0, then we estimate (4.10) using

(4.3),

(4.11) \\u-A¿1ux\\2<Chk-s->'\\u\\k_s[\\u-A¿1ux\\j + \\y1\\¡];

from (4.3) and (4.9),

(4 12) llyil¡i < CU*yA[l < C|1" " 0Z"/ + C||M -A**u*h

< a*-'-'\\u\\k_s + C\\u -A^ujj-,

combining (4.11) and (4.12) gives

(4.13) \iu^Aa\\\f<ak-^Mk_r

For negative /' in (4.10), we proceed differently, obtaining

Uu-A^uJ^ChX-'-iUu-A^uJjHuW^

(4'14) + CH^IIolll« - ux\\v + ll(/ - Ah)u\\2j] ;

in (4.14) we use (4.12) and (4.13) with/ = 0 to estimate lljill0, and (4.4) to estimate

the last term, obtaining

Uu-A^uJ^ChX-'-iUu-A^uJjWuU^

{      } + C<Ä»i*-*-fl + h2«-m-1'>)\\u\\2k_s

from which it follows that we may set / = m + 1 - s in (4.13), regardless of the sign of

/.   Comparing this result with (4.8) then establishes (4.5) for j = m.   As before,

H" --VzHm + 2* < H" "Mm+H + K --VJIm + 2*

<Chr-s\\u\\k+Ch-2°\\A;2ux -A^uz\\m<ar-°\\u\\k+Ch-2s\\ux-Ahuz\\m

< Chr-°\\u\\k + Ch-2s(\\u - ux\\m + \\u-Ahuz \\m) < ar-°\\u\\k.

For lower norms, we again use the Nitsche trick; let x=L~*(l - A)k~2r(u -Ahuz),

9 = L(I - Ah)u + (LAn - AhL)(u - uz) and P0 the projection operator into Y^"2^

with respect to the Hm inner product as in Section 2.  Then

H«-¿*MÍ-2r = («"V«' 0 - &)k~2r(M-Ahuz))

(4.16) = (Lu - LAhuz, (/ - P0)x) + {Lu - LAhuz, PoX)

= (Lu - LAnuz, (I - P0)x) + {9,P0X),

using (4.6) with y = P0x-  Since (1 - A)mP0 is symmetric,

(0, P0X) = ((1 - A)-m0, (1 - A)*PoX) - (U - A)mP0(l - A)~m9, X);

and (4.16) may be estimated
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H" - Ah«zHl-2r <C$U- Anuz\\m\\(l - P0)xllm

(4.17) + ||(1 - ArP0(l - Arm0|l2i_fc||xllfc_2i

< ak~m \\u\\k • hk~2s-m \\xh-2s + llPod - Arm0 llk_2,Hxllk-2r

From the definition of x, it follows that

(4.18) Wx\\k-2s<cU"-Ahuzh-2r-

Now we note that k - 2r = k - 2s - 2(fc - 2s - m), and so PQ is stable in

II •Hfc-2r; thus>

||P0(1 - A)-m9\\k_2r < ||(1 - A)-m9\\k_2r + CrV-'HO - A)-mÖ||m

(4.19) <C\\9\\2s_k + ar-s\\9\\_m <C\\(I -Ah)u\\k_2r + Chr-s\\(I-Ah)u\\m

+ C\\(LAh - AhL)(u - uz)\\2s_k + ar-s\\(LAh-AhL)(u~uz)\Lm

<Ch2r\\u\\k + Ch\\u - uz\\m + 1_r + Chr+l-*\\u - uz\\m + l_s,

where we have used Lemma 1 twice in the last step, with M = L2, p = 2m + 1 - s,

/ = m + 1 - r and m + 1 - s, with 0 = (1 - A)2s~k(L2Ah - AhL2)(u - uz) and

(1 - A)~m(L2Ah - AhL2)(u - uz).  Finally, we can estimate the right side of (4.19)

by (4.2); combining the result obtained with (4.17) and (4.18) establishes (4.5) for

/ = fc - 2r, and so proves Theorem 5.

As expected, Theorem 5 leads easily to a similar theorem for parabolic problems.

Let vz G Znk~s^ be the continuous time Galerkin approximation to the solution v of

(2.9), i.e.

(4.20) {tvjvt + Lvz - / 0) = 0    for all 0 in Z^~s\

For simplicity, we again assume that the coefficients of L do not depend on t,

and we let P2 denote the Galerkin projection operator into ZJf-^ induced by L,

(4.21) (¿0 - LP2<¡>, 0) = 0    for all 0 G 4*"s). 0 G Hm.

We choose as the initial condition

(4.22) uz(0) = P2g,

in which case the following holds:

Theorem 6. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 5 hold, and vz is determined

as above.   Then for all T > 0,

(4.23) \\v(T) - Ahvz(T)\\0 < C(hk + h2r) [||ü(7)||k + /J" | ^ |fc_m *].

Proof.

\\v(T) -Ahvz(T)\\0 < ||(7- AhP2)v(T)||0 + \\Ah(P2v(T) - vz(T))\\0
(4.24)

< C(hk + /i20llu(7)llk + C\\P2v(T) - vz(T)\\0,

using Theorem 5 and the boundedness of An.  From (2.9), (4.20), (4.21) it follows

that for any 0 G Znk~s),   t > 0,

( jf (», - p2») + ¿0>, - ^«). *) = (C - ^2)^. *) ;
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choosing 0 = vz - P2v, we obtain

n-vioS \vt-P2v\\0

<-C\\v2 -P2v\\2m + {Ah{I-P2)yt,A-h\vz-P2v))

<-C||! », -vft ̂ l^-^^IIL Hk^^^lL)11^1^-^"
< C(/i2" + fc4r)

2

k —m

again using Theorem 5.  Since ||uz(0) - P2u(0)||o = 0 by (4.22), (4.23) follows.

Pointwise superconvergence results are also obtained from Theorems 5 and 6.

For the elliptic case, let Q.h = {x GR" \ uz(x) = Ahuz(x)}.  Í2ft may depend on h, but

it is not empty, as a(0) = 1. We apply the elementary estimates

ML-(«B)

C\

c\

llo/2 l}/2>

Ho/4 ll}/2 II

+ Ce-'/2

Hi'4,

H-Ï,

n = 2,

n = 3.

to the function « - Ahuz; in general

||«-«

but

«X.i*«)*«**""*

Sup   |m(jc)-«,(*)!< C || «||fc

n*-l/2f

k*-l

^-4/3

«=1,

« = 2,

71 = 3,

so that for s> 2, pointwise superconvergence occurs in up to three dimensions.  Sim-

ilar results hold for the parabolic case.

5.   First Order Hyperbolic Equations.   It suffices for the present discussion to

consider the scalar equation in one space dimension,

(5.1)
9vv        bw

bt bx
-/,    (x, t)GR x(0, T),   w(-,0) = g;

the generalization of our results to symmetric hyperbolic systems in n space dimen-

sions and including a linear undifferentiated term is immediate.  In (5.1), b and/are

smooth functions of (x, t) and g is a smooth function of x.  We obtain continuous

time approximations to w in X^\ a finite element space of order fc, as above; the test

space Yh is not required to satisfy any approximation properties.  We let Ah be a

symmetric pseudo-differential operator as above, with symbol a(h%).  As above, we

have in mind the case where a(h%) is of the form (3.1) with positive integer s.  The

case s = 0, A = I can be included by replacing the ellipticity hypothesis (iv) below by

an inverse assumption on the space Xjf\

Theorem 7. Let wh G X^k) x [0, 7] be determined from the relations
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(5.2) (^ + b ^ -/ ^ = 0   for ally G Yh, t G (0, T),

(5-3) *>„(•, 0) = P3£,

w/iere P3 is the H1 projection into Xnk\   Suppose that

(i) Xi^CH^Y^H0;

(ii) Al maps Yh onto x[k);

(iii) Ah is bounded in H°;

(iv) Ah is elliptic of order-\  ((2.8) holds with s = 1);

(v) a( • ) is Lipschitz continuous in h%;

(vi) Ah is inverse bounded on Yh  (||0||o < C|Uft0||o for all 0 G Yh);

then for t > 0,

\\w(-,t)-wh(-,t)\\0

<c(t)hk~1 [lK-,0ll*-i +JÓ[llw(-,0llk + H/('.0llk-i]^]-

Proof.   Subtracting (5.2) from (5.1) in the usual way and choosing y such that

Áfy = P3w - wh, we obtain

(A»y>-bf) = - (A"y' b-bf)-\y' ibhA» -A»bh)A»y).

^t^tsW+CrlWIollVII,2 V  "-"\bx

+ C\\y\\0 [||(/-P3)w||1 +|(/-JP3)|y|o]

using Lemma 1 with y = 1, M = bb/bx, p = 1,0= Ahy, 0 = y.   From the ellipticity

and inverse bound on An, we have

J- \\Ahy\\l<C\\Ahy\\2 + C\\Ahy\\0[\\(I - P^wW, + ||(7 -P3)/||0] ;

since (5.3) implies \\Ahy( • , 0)||0 = 0, this implies

||P3w( •, t) - wh( •, Olio - U2hy\\0 < CUhy\\0

<ak~l fl [\\w(•, oil* + ll/(-, Ollk-J dt

from which (5.4) easily follows.

This is the same order of accuracy as obtained by Lesaint [17] for the Galerkin

approximation.  Theorem 6 shows that under suitable conditions, the same order of

accuracy can be achieved with simple, e.g. piecewise constant test functions, and cor-

respondingly simpler discrete equations.

The Galerkin approximation, however, is special.  The following theorem con-

tains Dupont's result for splines [13] as a special case (also implied by [27] ).
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Theorem 8. Let wx be the Galerkin approximation in X^^ x [0, T] to w, ob-

tained from the relations
I 9w> bwv \

(5.5) ^—JL + b-^.-fiV) = 0   forallyeYh,t&(0,T),

(5.6) wx(-,0)=Ak1PAg,

where P4 is the projection into E^k+1^ =AhX^ with respect to the Hl inner product.

Suppose that E^hk+ ̂ is a space of order up to k + 1, /'. e., for 0</<m<fc+ 1,

Inf        H0-xll/<Crim-'||0||m.
x^<fc+1)

Let Fh = A^X^^; and suppose that

(i) Fn C H°, 4fc) C Hl ;

(ii) A2 maps Fh onto E{k+1);

(iii) Ah is bounded in H°;

(iv) a(') is Lipschitz continuous in h%;

(v)  \a(hC)\<\+0((h%)k);

(vi) An is inverse bounded on Fh and on X^k\ i. e. ||0||o < C\\Ah<p\\0 for all

0 G Fh and \\nx < C\\AhV\\! for all 0 G 4*);

then for all t > 0,

II w(-,f)-wx( -,011o

(5-7) < C(t)hk [||w(-, 0llfc +fl [IIw(-, 011*+, + ll/(-, OU *] •

Remark.   We have not assumed Ah to be inverse bounded on Fh U A^fc\ which

is not true in general.   For the case a(h%) given by (3.1) multiplied by a trigonometric

polynomial, hypotheses (ii)—(vi) are satisfied for s a nonnegative integer.  The approxi-

mation property required of E<hk+i^ precludes the case s = 0.   For X)^' the space of

smooth splines of order fc with s = 1, EJf +1 ' and Fh are the spaces of splines of order

fc + 1 and fc - 1, respectively.

Proof.   We subtract (5.1) from (5.5) and proceed essentially as before.  The idea

is that Ahwx satisfies similar discrete equations, with Fh thought of as the test space,

as obtained in Theorem 6 for uh.  For any y G Fn,we obtain

(fr(Ahw-Ahwx) + bte(Ahw-Ahwx)+\AhbÍ¿-bÍ¿Ah) (w-wx),y)=0;

choosing A\y = P4w - Anwx, this becomes

íbi+bh)A^y)+íh + bh)^w-p^y)

(5.8) (¿^^) +(bàA**A>y)+((à + bà)«»w-w>y)

-((AH^-b^Ah) {A^w-w^y)^.
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The two commutator terms can be combined; this is the special property of the

Galerkin approximation. Integrating by parts and using Lemma 1 as above, we obtain

from (5.8),

(it a* Ahy) = \{*# (bi)Ahy) - ((£ + * I) (Akw-p4w%y)

+ ((A"bic~b hA") iw~AhlP^y).

(5-9) |-ii^iio<cii^nS

+ C^o[ ||(/ - Ah) ¡fio + \f -Pa) ^\\0 + W-AHmt

+ 11(7 -P4)w || , + h 11(7 -A^PJwH,]

<C\\Ahy\\2 + C\\Ahy\\0[hk\\w\\k+1+ hk \\f\\k + h \\(I -^^1P4)w||1].

Let w0 be an optimal approximation in Xnk' to w, then

llw-^-^wll, <«w-w0||, +Hw0-^1P4w||1

(5.10) <C/zfc-1IHIfc +IWhw0-P4w||1

<Chk~l\\w\\k -l-llw-P^llj + \\w-A„w0\\i

< Chk-l\\w\\k + 11(7-^)^11, + \\Ah(w - w,,)!!, < Chk-i\\w\\k;

combining (5.9) and (5.10) and using (5.6) gives

(5.11) \\Ahy\\0<C(t)hk Jof [Hw(.,0llfc+1 + II/Í-. 011*1 dt.

Finally,

llw(•,i)-wft(., OH« < IK' - Wwllo + Uly\\0;

an argument similar to that used to obtain (5.10) gives ||(7 — >4^l7>4)w||0 < C7ifc||w||fe,

and thus (5.7).

6.  Discussion. There are spaces other than smooth splines to which our form-

alism applies.  For example, we can take A2h to be the inverse of a partial differential

operator (cf. [12], [27], e.g. a(h%) = (1 + h2 \f\)'1,2\ with such a choice for Ah,

our hypothesis (5) is simply an inverse assumption on A^*\  Analogous to [12], [27]

we would then choose X\k^ a space of piecewise polynomials of order fc, and Y^k~2s' =

Ah24k)-

The results of [10], [22] correspond to A2h a family of partial differential opera-

tors; many of our results can be directly extended to this case.

The choice of a( • ) given by (3.1) is special if we wish to generate a hierarchy

of spaces by successive application of An.  This is the choice which minimizes the

radius of support of the higher order basis elements in the following sense.

Theorem 9. Let XJj^ be a space of order j, spanned by the uniform translates

of tensor products of basis element(s) 0/(x//t), the support of which is contained in
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[- Pj, p.] (pj is the smallest such number). Suppose that for all nonnegative integer

p, X%+p^ - AfjXJj) is a space of order j + p. Let p + denote the radius of support

of the basis elements of XJj+p\ Then for sufficiently large p, p/+p+1 > pl+p + Vi,

and P/+  +1 = P/+   + Vi if and only if a( • ) is given by (3.1), with s set equal to 1.

Proof.  In the x-variables, Ah is simply a convolution operator with kernel a(x/h)

(the inverse Fourier transform of a(h%)).  In order that Ah successively generate spaces

of all orders, a(h%) = 0 for all h% = 2trj,  j any nonzero integer [25].   Thus, for any

nonzero integer /,

(6.1) Kf)«*P(2ff?f)* = 0.

If a(x/h) has its support within [-të, lA], then by comparison of its Fourier

series with (6.1), it follows that a(x/h) is constant in (-'/£, Vi), which corresponds to

a(h%) given by (3.1) (with s = 1).

However, this choice of Ah maps piecewise polynomials into piecewise polyno-

mials, and can be applied to other spaces.   For example, if we start with the Hermite

cubics, we obtain successively the C2 piecewise quartics, the C3 piecewise quintics, etc.

Our results hold for such spaces (the modification of Lemma 2 in such cases is straight-

forward, but tedious).

Finally we consider the rates of convergence of Galerkin methods for first order

symmetric hyperbolic systems.   In [13], Dupont showed that in Z2,   0(h3) was ob-

tained for Hermite cubics and 0(A4) for cubic splines.  Our Theorem 8 holds for the

cubic splines, but not for the Hermite cubics; for Xnk^ the space of Hermite cubics,

Fh = An~1X<nk) is not a subspace of 77°.  A different choice of Ah will not help, be-

cause the Fourier transforms of the two basis elements of the Hermite cubic space do

not have a suitable common factor.   Our results do imply the optimal order of accuracy

for the higher spaces in the hierarchy beginning with the Hermite cubics, however, for

example, 0(h6) for the Galerkin procedure with the C3 piecewise quintics.
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